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he fourth generation (4G) of wireless communications is
expected to integrate a potentially large number of heterogeneous wireless technologies in what could be considered
a huge step forward toward universal seamless access. One of
the main challenges for seamless mobility is the availability of
reliable horizontal (intrasystem) and vertical (intersystem)
handoff schemes. Efficient handoff schemes enhance the quality of service (QoS) and provide flawless mobility. In the first
article, N. Nasser, A. Hasswa, and H. Hassanein present different and novel aspects of handoff and discusses handoff
related issues of 4G systems. Desirable handoff features in 4G
heterogeneous networks are presented. They also consider
handoff decisions, radio link transfer, and channel assignment
as stages of the complete handoff process. A vertical handoff
decision function, VHDF, which enables devices to assign
weights to different network parameters, is also presented.
The second article discusses minimum interference routing
with fast protection; it is by E. Calle, A. Urra, J. Marzo, G. S.
Kuo, and H. B. Guo. Different aspects of this routing technique are reviewed and analyzed and a new proposal combining minimum interference with fast protection using shared
segment backups is introduced. It is known that one of the
most effective techniques offering QoS routing is minimum
interference routing. However, it is complex in terms of computation time and not oriented toward improving the network
protection level. In order to include better levels of protection, new minimum interference routing algorithms are necessary. Minimizing the failure recovery time is also a complex
process involving different failure recovery phases. The
authors show through results that their proposed method
improves both the minimization of the request rejection ratio
and the percentage of bandwidth allocated to backup paths in
networks with low and medium protection requirements.
The third article, by D. H. Sadok, C. Kamienski, and J.
Kelner, discusses self composing networks that allow dynamic
configuration of networks forcreation of new types of networks. As examples of dynamically configurable networks,
they discuss universal plug and play networks and ambient
networks. The authors present a policy-based management
framework for ambient networks based on peer-to-peer networks, and identify routing as the biggest challenge in these
dynamically configurable networks.
This time, 12 papers were submitted for possible publication in this issue. After a rigorous review process, only three
papers were accepted for publication. This series is published
in May and October every year. The series deals with survey
and tutorial papers on current research issues relating to
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Internet technology. Over the years, there has been a steady
increase in the number of submissions to this series, indicating
a strong interest in this topic among our readers.
The quality of this series depends on the quality of papers
and the stringent refereeing carried out by a large number of
volunteers. We would like to thank the authors and reviewers
for their time and dedication to this series. We also invite
potential authors to continue submitting high-quality papers
to this series.
We would like to acknowledge the help of the Editor-inChief, Tom Chen, and Joe Milizzo and Sue Lange of the
IEEE publications staff for helping with the production of this
series. We welcome any comments you may have to further
improve the quality of the papers published in this series.
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